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Thank you for choosing the Hama product.
Take your time and read the following instructions and information completely.Please keep these instructions in a
safe place for futurereference. If you sell the device, please pass these operating instructions on to the new owner.
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Explanation of Warning Symbols and Notes

 Warning
This symbol is used to indicate safety instructions or to draw your attention to specific hazards and risks.

Note
This symbol is used to indicate additional information or important notes.

Package Contents

TV Stand (1x)
Installation kit (see contents, Fig. 1)
These operating instructions

 Note
Please check that the installation kit is complete before installing the TV Stand and ensure that none of the parts are
faulty or damaged.

Safety Notes

 Warning

Please contact a qualified specialist before mounting the TV stand.



Maintain the necessary safety clearance around the attached load (depending on the model).
 After the TV stand has been mounted, check that it is sufficiently secureand safe to use.
You should repeat this check at regular intervals (at least every three months).
In case of damage, remove the devices and do not continue to use the TV stand.
Ensure that the electrical cables are not crushed or damaged during installation.
Do not place loads on the TV stand that are heavier than the specified load-bearing capacity and do not exceed
the specified maximum screen size.
Ensure that the load on the TV stand is symmetrically balanced.
Place the product only on flat, non-slip surfaces that can bear the weight of the product and the device attached
to it.
Check the general operational safety regularly and make sure that the product and the device attached to it are
positioned securely.
You should repeat this check at regular intervals (at least every three months).
In the event of damage to the product, remove the attached load and stop using the product.
Keep the packaging material out of the reach of children due to the risk of suffocation.
Dispose of packaging material immediately according to locally applicable regulations.
Do not modify the product in any way. Doing so voids the warranty.
Do not allow children to use the product for climbing.
Do not attach any other objects to the product.

Intended use and specifications

The product is used for mounting flat panel displays for non-commercial, private household use.
The product is intended for indoor use only.
Use the TV stand for the intended purpose only.

Screen size: 94.0 -191.0 cm (US: 37″ -75″)
Mounting holes: nach VESA-Standard600x400
Loading capacity: 40 kg
Width: 79 cm
Height: 133 cm
Depth: 54 cm

Installation requirements and installation

 Note

Only mount the TV stand with the help of a second person! Get the support and help you need.
Ensure that no electrical cables are crushed or damaged during installation or adjusting.
Once you have mounted the product and the attached load, check that they are sufficiently secureand safe to
use.
Observe the other warnings and safety instructions.
Proceed step-for-step in accordance with the illustrated installation instructions (Fig. 1ff.).
Use the fold-out VESA arms and mount your TV at the desired height (see Fig. 2).
Depending on the size of the TV you are mounting, the VESA arms may protrude past the TV. After removing
the side screws, the VESA arms can be folded up or down as required (see Fig. 4).

 Note

Given the multitude of terminal devices available on the market, we cannot describe all possible mounting
options here.
Please ensure that the bracket lays flat and evenly on the back of the television.
Use the enclosed spacer to even out any unevenness on the back of the television.
Ensure that all screws have the proper length and can be mounted until they are hand-tight (see Fig. 2).

Setting and maintenance



 Warning
The bracket is not adjustable.

Check that the bracket is secureand safe to use at regular intervals (at least every three months). Only use
water or standard household cleaners for cleaning.
Make sure that the screws are tightened and that the safety device is locked (see Fig. 3).

Warranty Disclaimer

Hama GmbH &CoKGassumes no liability and provides no warranty for damage resulting from improper
installation/mounting, improper use of the product or from failuretoobserve the operating instructions and/or safety
notes.

Hama GmbH &CoKG
86652 Monheim /Germany

Service &Support

 www.hama.com

 +49 9091 502-0

All listed brands are trademarks of the corresponding companies. Errors and omissions excepted, and subject to
technical changes. Our general terms of delivery and payment are applied.
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